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positive, and the whole expression negative or positive, accord-
ing as EcGj is > or < EjGc. This, 'of course, agrees with the
result reached in § 11. The ratio of interchange is turned
against, or in favour of, Germany according as EcGj > or
< EA.
Note to Chapter XIX
At first sight it might be thought that the effects of the
annual transfer of loans of constant annual amount from
Germany to America must, apart from subsequent interest
payments, be identical with that of reparation transfers. But
this is not so. If the reason for the loans is that America has
come to offer improved opportunities for investment, so that
Germany is induced to send to it goods in purchase of securi-
ties, the situation is, indeed, parallel to that created by repara-
tion payments ; the security scrip that is purchased corre-
sponding precisely with reparation quittances. In this case
the ratio of interchange may be turned in favour of Germany,
though it is very much more likely to be turned against her.
If, however, the reason for the loan is that America has come
to have an enhanced desire for German goods, the real ratio
of interchange is necessarily turned in favour of Germany.
It is not turned so far in her favour as it would be if America
were unable to offer securities alongside of American goods in
part payment of its extra purchases. But it must be turned
in her favour to some extent. On the same principle, if
European countries, on account of bad harvests, have to
buy more in America, the real ratio of interchange, i.e. the
terms of trade, are necessarily turned in favour of America,
even though America accepts as part payment of what is
due to her some new investments in Europe.

